World leader in vehicle
de-pollution technology

Bilder

SEDA
SOG²
S-51312

Your benefits:
 New revised design
 Air pressure operated
 Robust & powerful
 Easy to work with
 Quick service
 High quality product
 Incl. fitting kit

„Get more information
and have a
look at our
online demovideo at our
Website:“
www.seda.at

Shock absorber
evacuation unit
The 4 shock absorbers from a vehicle can contain up to
1.5 liters of oil which must be drained. Shock absorbers
are not built with drainage screws so draining them can
be a problem.
SEDA provides a fast and cost effective solution with its
new SOG². Powerful multi adjustable grip pliers secure
the drilling unit to all sized shock absorbers while the
specially designed drill bit creates a drainage hole for oil
removal in seconds. Once the hole has been drilled the
drill bit is retracted and the oil sucked out of the shock
absorber through the SEDA SOG² to a secondary storage
container. A suction hose is included with the delivery to
remove any remaining oil below the drill hole.
The fully revised shock absorber evacuation unit is an
evolution of the hugely successful SOG.
It features stronger grip
pliers, a compact anodized
housing and more powerful
drilling
action.
The
expanded drill chamber
means more shocks can be
drilled before removing drill
fillings.
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SEDA SOG²
S-51312
Easy affixing

Quick release fastener

Shock absorber
evacuation unit
A better drill design, a new drill bit also suited for double
chamber shocks and tighter grip on the shock absorber
all help to reduce wear on the drill bit. The anodised
chamber not only looks smart but is easier to handle and
more practical. The stronger grip pliers make it even
easier to attach the SEDA SOG² firmly to the shock
absorber.
The pressure compensation switch is now ideally placed
close to the on/off switch. The included fitting kit allows
the SOG² to be fitted to any suction device with ease.

Your benefits:

app. 1 ½ minutes evacuation
time/shock absorber

Visual help to see
if the fluid is flowing

Transparent hose

Bilder

Vacuum balancing

Removeable cap
for cleaning the
boring champer

Release button to
remove the drill out
of the drillhole

Wear resistant
feeding motion

Handy grip pliers with
automatic adjustment

Button to unlock drill
jamming
Easy on/off switch for the
drilling unit

With waste oil kuli

Ventilation button for
vacuum balance
Handy size

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Air pressure required:
Evacuation time:
Suction performance:
Weight:

6 - 8 bar
ca. 1,5 m/Shock.
5 l/m (Waste oil)
4 kg

Notice:
SEDA SOG² requires a suction device!

ORDER INFORMATION
S-51312 SEDA SOG²

Essential Equipment:
S-51311 SEDA Waste oil Kuli
S-51350 SEDA Waste oil Pump
Alternative Product:
S-51326 SEDA DrillMatic
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